
 

Synergy HalfLife 2 CoOperative Mod Standalone NoSteam

synergy is a half-life 2 co-opertive
multiplayer modification. we have evolved
from multiple mods (dc co-op 2, dev co-op
and tim-coop) to offer you the greatest co-
op experience. this modification strives to

give half-life players a true half-life 2
cooperative experience. the mod features
our own levels and the ability to play the
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half-life 2, episode one and episode two
campaigns co-operatively. in addition, you
can add more content by installing third-

party mods, such as rock 24 and minerva:
metastasis, then playing them in synergy!

for those of you who don't know, synergy is
a half-life 2 co-opertive multiplayer
modification. we have evolved from

multiple mods (dc co-op 2, dev co-op and
tim-coop) to offer you the greatest co-op

experience. this modification strives to give
half-life players a true half-life 2 cooperative

experience. the mod features our own
levels and the ability to play the half-life 2,

episode one and episode two campaigns co-
operatively. in addition, you can add more

content by installing third-party mods, such
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as rock 24 and minerva: metastasis, then
playing them in synergy! please note that if

you have a workshop add-on (not item
replacements) currently active in the

synergy workshop you need to re-update it.
this update removed the vpk requirement
for add-ons to solve various engine issues.
all you need to do is select your add-on in
the workshop publisher menu and do an
update item and re-upload your content.

workshop standards are now out of beta so
these requirements will no longer change.
hey folks! been quite some time! i hope
over the next few months to have some

time to give synergy the attention it needs!
this round we're releasing steam workshop

for synergy. we know you like to mod
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synergy up so we figured having a
centralized and game-supported

implementation is the way to go to keep it
easy as possible.
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Synergy is a Half-Life 2 co-opertive
multiplayer modification. We have evolved
from multiple mods (DC Co-op 2, Dev Co-op
and Tim-Coop) to offer you the greatest co-
op experience. This modification strives to

give Half-Life players a true Half-Life 2
cooperative experience. The mod features
our own levels and the ability to play the
Half-Life 2, Episode One and Episode Two
campaigns co-operatively. In addition, you
can add more content by installing third-

party mods, such as ROCK 24 and
MINERVA: Metastasis, then playing them in

Synergy! Synergy is a Half-Life 2 co-
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opertive multiplayer modification. We have
evolved from multiple mods (DC Co-op 2,
Dev Co-op and Tim-Coop) to offer you the

greatest co-op experience. This
modification strives to give Half-Life players
a true Half-Life 2 cooperative experience.
The mod features our own levels and the
ability to play the Half-Life 2, Episode One

and Episode Two campaigns co-operatively.
Please note that if you have a Workshop

Add-on (not Item Replacements) currently
active in the Synergy Workshop you need to
re-update it. This update removed the VPK
requirement for Add-ons to solve various
engine issues. All you need to do is select

your Add-on in the Workshop Publisher
Menu and do an Update Item and re-upload
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your content. Workshop standards are now
out of beta so these requirements will no

longer change. Please note that if you have
a Workshop Add-on (not Item

Replacements) currently active in the
Synergy Workshop you need to re-update it.
This update removed the VPK requirement
for Add-ons to solve various engine issues.
All you need to do is select your Add-on in
the Workshop Publisher Menu and do an
Update Item and re-upload your content.

Workshop standards are now out of beta so
these requirements will no longer change.
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